Are you interested in astronomy and astrophysical research? Are you looking for a full-time summer intern to participate the academic research of the astronomy, astrophysics, or astronomical instrumentation? You are welcomed to register the ASIAA summer student program to participate the research under the supervision of faculties of ASIAA, and gain knowledge of astronomy and experience of research!

Time: July 04-August 31, 2016

Qualified Applicants: undergraduate students majoring in astronomy, physics, chemistry, electrical engineering, computer science, or any related topics on science and engineering, those who will be in junior, senior or entering master program after summer are preferred.

Period for Application: end of February –March 20, 2016. All applicants should fill the on-line form, for detail, please see ASIAA homepage.

Address: 11F of Astronomy-Mathematics Building, AS/NTU. No.1, Sec. 4, Roosevelt Rd, Taipei 10617, Taiwan, R.O.C./ASIAA Summer student Program
email: summer@asiaa.sinica.edu.tw
http://www.asiaa.sinica.edu.tw/act/summer_students/2016/

Background: NGC 7000 North America Nebula, by Dr. W.-H. Wang